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● Summer 2021 volunteers assisted RVCA in the sampling of Adrains 
Creek after a heavy rain event. With no rain events to sample, we 
used monthly photos of the creek to maintain a log of the creek’s 
changes. The Township of Rideau Lakes is assisting with funding.    

 
● August 2021 hazard buoys in water inspection. two anchor chains 

were changed out because of excessive wear. Two of our 10 buoys 
moved from their stations in 2021 during high wind storms. They were 
back in position the next day. 
 

● The Lake Partners Program for nutrient sampling was back in place 
during 2021 after being cancelled for 2020. We sample three 
locations monthly, from May to November. Thank you sampling 
volunteers: McNally’s Bay, Jayne McDonald and Tim Nash; Mullville 
Bay, Dave Johnston and Kane’s Bay, Layla and Mason Cheikh. 
 

● With the Village of Westport refurbishing Bedford Street, we 
suggested that they could incorporate a bioswale/water garden where 
Bedford enters the lake. This was accepted and is presently being 
built. We have applied for grants to assist in the planting of the 
garden. Watersheds Canada, Love Your Lake and the Canadian 
Wildlife Federation awarded us with $500.00. This is ongoing. 

 
● 2021 saw URLA continue to join forces with both municipalities: 

Township of Rideau Lakes and the Village of Westport. These 
partnerships recognize that a healthy lake is good for everybody. 

 
● The Hazard Buoy program purchased a new buoy with funding from 

Rideau Lakes Environmental Fund.  Thank you. All 10 markers 
required cleaning, some painting and decals. Thanks goes out to 
volunteers Peter Newgard, Paul Byrne, Marc Robachaud, John Fenik 
and coordinator Dennis Duncan.  

 



● We are presently assisting RVCA in doing deep water sampling 
around the lake. URLA is providing the boat and a volunteer. RVCA 
provides the equipment, and sampling technicians. 

 
 
● URLA sponsored both Rideau Vista and St. Edwards school trips to 

Foley Mountain for a day of outdoor education. I attended and could 
not believe the attentive participation of these Grade 3&4 students. 
They are the future. 

   

 
 
 

 
● I have been in contact with Le Boat out of Smiths Falls. It now has 30 

vessels on the Rideau Canal. Some of these large rental boats have 
five showers. That's a lot of grey water entering the lakes. Grey water 
comes from showers and sinks. Black water is from the toilets, and is 
contained on the boat until it is pumped out.  

 



• Le Boat in Smiths Falls emailed me this in early April/22 
 

Hi David  
For the Rideau Canal, legally we’re able to have our grey water go overboard.  
That said, we’ve begun a conversation process that diverts all grey to holding 
tanks. 
 
The conversion has been done to a few of the 1150s and all 1350 / 1500. Our new 
1150s came pre-diverted. 
 
Only sink water is diverted overboard on some boats that have not been 
converted, nothing from showers, toilets etc. It will take a year to get them all 
switched over. 
  
At present our Base Manager has enrolled us in the Clean Marine program and 
this conversion will be one of 243 requirements to earn a top tier rating. 
  
I hope this answers your question.  
  
Kind Regards 

This is great news! 
 
• I did a phone interview with the Canadian Manager of Le Boat. He is 

hoping that all 30 of their Rideau vessels will be converted by the end 
of this season.  

 
 
 
 

 
   

 
 
 
  
 


